Based on Web 2.0 technology, more and more people tend to express their attitude or opinions on the Internet. Radical ideas, rumors, terrorism, or violent contents are also propagated on the Internet, causing several incidents of social panic every year in China. In fact, most of this content comprises joking or emotional catharsis. To detect this with conventional techniques usually incurs a large false alarm rate. To address this problem, this paper introduces a technique that combines sentiment analysis with background checks. State-of-the-art sentiment analysis usually depends on training datasets in a specific topic area. Unfortunately, for some domains, such as violence risk speech detection, there is no definitive training data. In particular, topic-independent sentiment analysis of short Chinese text has been rarely reported in the literature. In this paper, the violence risk of the Chinese microblogs is calculated from multiple perspectives. First, a lexicon-based method is used to retrieve violence-related microblogs, and then a similarity-based method is used to extract sentiment words. Semantic rules and emoticons are employed to obtain the sentiment polarity and sentiment strength of short texts. Second, the activity risk is calculated based on the characteristics of part of speech (PoS) sequence and by semantic rules, and then a threshold is set to capture the key users. Finally, the risk is confirmed by historical speeches and the opinions of the friend-circle of the key users. The experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms the support vector machine (SVM) method on a topic-independent corpus and can effectively reduce the false alarm rate.
Introduction
With the rapid development of Web 2.0, more and more people retrieve and share information on social media. Microblog, as a popular user-generated content service, is attracting more and more users. Unlike conventional web text, its length is limited to 140 characters. This feature heightens user engagement in publishing their opinions more frequently and quickly. Microblogging has grown into a rich corpus of users' emotions and opinions, especially on hot topics. Consequently, sentiment analysis of microblog text has attracted much attention in recent years and has spread from computer science to management sciences and social sciences due to its importance in business and society [1] . There is an increasing interest in sentiment analysis of microblogs in several areas, such as predicting consumer reviews [2] , market trends [3] and specific events [4] . Most of the works provided in the literature depend on specific training data. They usually perform well only when there is a good match between the training and test data. In order to train an accurate domain-specific sentiment classifier, a large number of labeled samples are needed, which are costly and time-consuming to obtain [5] . Our previous work illustrated a semantic rule-based topic-independent sentiment analysis approach [6] . This paper is an expanded edition of [6] and combines the approach in [6] with background checking to detect violent Chinese microblogs.
Violence risk assessment of microblogs has been rarely reported in the literature. This is contradictory to the observation that more and more terrorism speeches and violence threats are published on the Internet every day. This phenomenon can be attributed to several reasons: (1) there is no definitive annotated corpus, which is important for machine learning-based studies; (2) most violent microblogs are insincere or a form of emotional catharsis, which hinder such studies; (3) the violence risk assessment of microblogs involves multiple topics, which is not well-addressed by the existing topic-dependent methods. In recent years, the topic-independent textual analysis has attracted increasing attention. For English corpuses, Martineau et al. [7] introduced a method to determine topic-independent bias scores for words. Read and Carroll [8] proposed weakly supervised techniques to reduce the dependency on training data. The topic-independent sentiment analysis for Chinese text is still rarely reported, probably because the characteristics of Chinese text make it more difficult to analyze: (1) A Chinese microblog contains more information than English within the same length limit, while the syntax and semantics are more diverse; (2) There are usually several subsentences contained in one message, and they may not necessarily have coherent sentiment [9] . That is to say, it is very likely to have two opposite emotions within one microblog [10] ; (3) Unlike English, a Chinese sentence has no spaces between words. Each Chinese sentence should be first split into a sequence of words before further analysis. Therefore, the methods of analysis of English corpuses cannot be directly applied to Chinese text.
This paper aims to detect violent Chinese microblogs with a lower false alarm rate. Hence, the approach should not depend on topic-specific training data. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1.
A framework for step by step evaluation of the violence risk of Chinese microblogs is proposed.
2.
Sentimental analysis is combined with background checks for violence activity detection.
3.
Our method is topic-independent and easy to apply. This paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes related works. Section 3 describes our approach for the calculation of polarity of sentiment and estimation of risk. Experimental design and validation are included in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Related Work
Current reports on sentiment classification can be roughly divided into three parts: sentiment-knowledge-based [11] , conventional machine learning-based [12] , and deep learning-based [1] . The knowledge-based approach utilizes the sentiment lexicon, rules, and patterns. Its accuracy depends on the maturity of the lexicons. Machine learning approaches normally use the bag of words, part of speech, and so on, as features to train the mathematical models. The most commonly used conventional machine learning models include support vector machine (SVM), naive Bayes (NB), and maximum entropy (ME). Deep learning approaches usually extract text features automatically and train classifiers through deep learning models such as convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN).
Sentiment-knowledge-based approaches use universal or domain-specific dictionaries to obtain emotion. Xu et al. [13] built an extended sentiment dictionary including basic sentiment words, field sentiment words, and polysemic sentiment words. Their approach is effective for sentiment recognition in Chinese comment texts. Tang et al. [14] built a large-scale sentiment lexicon by a representation approach and treated sentiment lexicon learning as a phrase-level sentiment classification. Hamidreza et al. [15] built adaptive sentiment lexicons to improve the accuracy of polarity classification in microblogs.
The approaches based on machine learning demand a number of meaningful well-adopted features as input, and then uses various classifiers to determine the sentiment polarity. Pang et al. [12] applied machine learning to sentiment classification for the first time, tried two text features of n-gram and part of speech, and found that SVM had the best accuracy. Xie et al. [16] proposed a hierarchical structure-based hybrid approach for sentiment analysis and analyzed the contribution of various features in SVM. Tan et al. [17] presented a semisupervised and user-level framework to predict the sentiment polarity by utilizing information about user-user relationships in social media. Socher et al. [18] proposed recursive deep models to compute compositional representations for variable length and syntactic type phrases. Those models are employed as features to classify each phrase.
Approaches based on deep learning usually learn from large-scale labeled data to high-level feature representations of text through a multilayered neural network. Kim et al. [19] used a CNN to incorporate much more parameters to accurately classify the sentiment polarity of movie reviews. However, CNNs struggle to capture the context in a piece of a message, particularly for a Chinese microblog, which includes much more information than an English counterpart. Wang et al. [20] applied a long short-term memory (LSTM) network for twitter sentiment prediction. This type of deep neural network-based model employs gated units to select appropriate parameters for time series. Yang et al. proposed a HHAS model to improve the accuracy of aspect-level sentiment analysis [21] .
The above methods usually demand large amounts of well-labeled data. To some extent, the performance of deep learning methods depends on the quality of the annotated corpus. For example, at least 10,000 pieces of messages are required to train the deep neural networks. Unfortunately, domain-specific datasets cannot be obtained easily. Moreover, because social media contain a large range of topics, labeling the data manually will inevitably incur errors [22] . This problem has attracted the attention of researchers in recent years. Semisupervised classification significantly reduces the demand of labeled data. The variational autoencoder (VAE) has been widely used to automatically annotate unlabeled data. However, this approach is immature and cannot be directly used in practice [23] .
To sum up, the deep learning method can output good results based on sufficiently large well-labeled datasets but performs poorly on a small sample that includes a large range of topics. Moreover, the semisupervision method is still immature and cannot be used in practice. In the case of violence-prone Chinese microblog detection, the volume of the corpus is small, and there are diverse topics in the datasets. Therefore, a semantic rule-based method can still be effective.
Our Approach
Because our aim is to detect violent speeches on the Internet with a lower false alarm rate, we have two main tasks: (1) calculation of activity risk of the target microblog; and (2) investigation of the background of the microblog user to identify if he/she has a crime tendency. Consequently, our approach can be described as two stages: (1) calculation of activity risk; and (2) background check. This is illustrated in Figure 1 .
As illustrated in Figure 1 , at the first stage, a sentiment analysis method based on dictionary and rules are employed to identify the speeches with potential violence risk. It can be briefly described as follows: We extract sentiment words from Chinese microblogs, and then employ semantic rules and emoticons to calculate the sentiment polarity. In the following, the activity risk is calculated based on the semantic rules. In such a way, the potential violence publishers can be identified and treated as "key users". This part is described in Section 3.1. At the second stage, a comprehensive judgment is carried out to reduce the false alarm rate, which will be detailed in Section 3.2. The philosophy behind this is to further determine whether the key users have long-term negative sentiments or unhealthy friendships by using their historical speeches and opinions or attitude from his/her circle of friends. After all, one will be unlikely to commit crime arbitrarily if he/she has long-lasting positive sentiment and good friendships [24] . 
Calculation of Violence Risk Score
This section focuses on the violence risk score of each microblog text through a sentiment analysis algorithm. Microblog users having high violence risk scores will be treated as key users, i.e., potentially risky users. In Section 3.2, the key users will be subject to background checks to reduce the false alarm rate.
Extraction of Subjective Microblogs
In microblogs, there are many objective news or reports which are forwarded by some users. Since only subjective speeches can be treated as threatening, it is necessary to eliminate objective speeches or news mixed in the microblogs.
Some radical or violence-prone messages could incur social panic even if they are not serious or emotionally cathartic. By longtime observations, more often than not, such messages include the firstperson words such as "I", "me", or "we". It should be clearly pointed out that our approach is not targeted for detecting secret signals or languages that are used by true terrorists. Another feature of subjective opinions is that the relevant microblog is usually forwarded less than three times. In this paper, we use both features to eliminate objective news.
Extraction of Sentiment Words
Firstly, we need to determine the words associated with emotional tendency in the microblog text. Because new expressions or words have been emerging on the Internet, the existing lexicon has to be continuously complemented. In this paper, we use two methods to extend the existing lexicon, i.e., manually annotating new sentiment words, and use semantic similarity to estimate sentiment polarity of sentiment words. Both these methods are detailed as follows:
(1) Manually annotating new sentiment words: the sentiment words have two typical properties: polarity and strength. The sentiment vocabulary ontology provided by Dalian University of Technology [25] includes 27,466 entries, in which each has a polarity value of 0, 1, or 2, representing 
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Extraction of Sentiment Words
(1) Manually annotating new sentiment words: the sentiment words have two typical properties: polarity and strength. The sentiment vocabulary ontology provided by Dalian University of Technology [25] includes 27,466 entries, in which each has a polarity value of 0, 1, or 2, representing neutral, positive, and negative, respectively, and each has one of five strength levels, i.e., 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 (the strength increases in this order). We utilize it as sentiment lexicon since it covers the majority of common expressive words. As a kind of social media, microblog text has informal and colloquial characteristics. The frequency of network terms is very high, and they play an important role in emotion detection, but these terms are not included in a typical sentiment lexicon. Thus, it is necessary to complement network words using a sentiment lexicon. In the "wangci" Website [26] , there are popular network vocabularies and their explanation. In this paper, 494 items are manually annotated and added to our lexicon according to their polarity and strength. We set the strength value according to the same standard of sentiment ontology in [24] .
(2) Semantic similarity: Some new words in a microblog may be excluded from the existing vocabulary ontology. We use a semantic similarity algorithm to extract the sentiment words. Only some specific parts of speech can be selected as sentiment words, we hence selected nouns, verbs, and adjectives for further analysis. Our semantic similarity algorithm refers to HowNet [27] , which works well for measuring word similarity. It can be briefly described as follows: for two Chinese word items w 1 and w 2 , if w 1 has n senses (concepts): x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , and w 2 has m senses: y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m , the similarity between w 1 and w 2 is the maximum similarity of each sense pair, which can be formulated as:
Sim(w 1 , w 2 ) = max i∈ [1,n] ,j∈ [1,m] (Sim(x i , y j )) (1) where the similarity of the two senses can be calculated as follows:
In Equation (2), λ denotes a variable positive number, d(x 1 , y 2 ) refers to the distance between the sense x 1 and y 2 in the hierarchal tree. The range of Sim(x 1 , y 2 ) lies in [0, 1]. The value of λ and the computation of d(x 1 , y 2 ) refers to HowNet.
For any word, the emotional value can be calculated by the distance between the word and base words. The principle is to compute the distance between the specific word w and every word item in positive/negative base words, respectively. At last, we get the word sentiment value through the comparison between their mean values. This can be formulated as follows:
where p i denotes one of the positive base words, n denotes the number of positive base words. Similarly, n j denotes one of the negative base words, and m denotes the number of negative based words. Consequently, the calculated S w falls into (−1, 1). Because words whose emotional value reaches a certain extent can be considered sentiment words, a threshold must be set to filter out those with a weak emotional value. Accordingly, we set a threshold T to determine whether or not it can be treated as a sentiment word. For example, the word w is judged to be an emotional word if |S w | > T. The strength of the sentiment word w is |S w |. To ensure the same scale of sentiment strength as the sentiment words in the lexicon, we scale the strength values of the lexicon from 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9.
Semantic Rules
In this section, the text scoring rules are introduced. Due to the complexity of the Chinese syntax, the sentiment words have various forms of expression. Since emotional words have been extracted and assessed, we can calculate the score of subsentences using semantic rules. The sentiment score of a simple sentence can be calculated by the intrasentence rules. As for the overall microblog, which may include several sentences, the relationship between two sentences should also be considered by intersentence rules. According to different expressions of semantic rules, an essential parameter z n , n ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4) is introduced to enhance, weaken, or reverse the sentiment score of a sentence. More specifically, z 1 can be used to weaken the sentiment score for a specific expression form by intrasentential rules, and z 2 , z 3 , and z 4 can be used to reverse, weaken, or enhance the sentiment score by intersentential rules.
Intrasentential rules: The inverse words can reverse the polarity of sentiment words, and the degree of adverbs can influence the intensity [28] . Hence, we collect these two kinds of words to make a corresponding dictionary. The reverse dictionary contains 26 commonly used items, such as "没有 (not)", "不 (no)", "未必 (without)", and so on. The degree adverb dictionary is collected from HowNet, and it is divided into six levels according to different strength. More specifically, the effect of adverbs can enhance or weaken the polarity of sentiment. If adverbs will enhance sentiment polarity, the value of adverbs can be set to be slightly larger than 1. Otherwise, it can be set to be slightly less than 1. This scoring rule is also applicable for other parameters described below, such as z n , n ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4). Table 1 shows some of the degree adverb words and their strength. The following shows four intrasentential semantic rules and the corresponding phrase combination score s s . Let n be the number of the inverse word, p s be the strength of the sentiment word, p p be the polarity of the sentiment words, and a s be the strength of the degree adverb.
(a) Degree adverb + sentiment word:
(b) Inverse + sentiment word: The inverse words will change the polarity of a phrase according to the number before it.
where n refers to the number of inverse words in the sentence. (c) Degree adverb + inverse + sentiment word: This kind of phrase only switches the polarity of the sentences.
(d) Inverse + degree adverb + sentiment word: The inverse word is in the foremost position of the phrase, leading to the weakness of the sentiment strength. We hence set the value z 1 = 0.5.
Intersentential rules: If a microblog message includes several simple sentences, these sentences are usually not independent, so summing up the values directly without considering the correlation between them will lead to misclassification [29] . As conjunction words connect two simple sentences, we create a model for different types of conjunctions as follows:
(1) Transition relationship. The polarity of the later sentence will reverse, and the whole sentence polarity is consistent with the latter.
(2) Progressive relationship. The strength of the whole sentence will be enhanced.
(3) Concession relationship. The polarity of the later sentence will reverse, and the final sentence polarity is the same as the former.
Combining the intrasentential and intersentential rules, the sentiment score of the Weibo text can be calculated by:
where n denotes the number of sentiment words in an individual sentence, and m denotes the number of sentences in a microblog.
Contribution of Emoticons
One way to overcome the domain and topic dependency of short text is to use emoticons as an additional discriminant condition for sentiment scoring. People use emoticons frequently to express their opinions in social media. Since the semantic rules library cannot cover all expression patterns, the emoticons implicate the sentiment to a large extent [30] . Therefore, it is reasonable to incorporate the sentiment score of emoticons into our approach.
We select the built-in emoticons of Sina Weibo [31], a popular Chinese microblog, and classify them into positive and negative categories. The emoticons are usually considered to have equivalent impact with sentiment words. We hence set the strength of emoticons into (−1, 1), i.e., positive strength refers to positive sentiment, and vice versa. Table 2 shows some of the emoticons and their strength. 
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We select the built-in emoticons of Sina Weibo [31], a popular Chinese microblog, and classify them into positive and negative categories. The emoticons are usually considered to have equivalent impact with sentiment words. We hence set the strength of emoticons into (−1, 1), i.e., positive strength refers to positive sentiment, and vice versa. Table 2 shows some of the emoticons and their strength. For each microblog, we can simply calculate the emoticon value by retrieving the number and strength of the emoticons:
where ei denotes the designated strength value of the ith emoticon, and N denotes the total number of emoticons.
Final Score
The final score of violence risk can be calculated as weighted average of the score of text and score of emoticons. It can be formulated as follows:
where both parameters ∝ and β are in [0, 1), and ∝ +β = 1. Consequently, falls into (−1, 1). 
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For each microblog, we can simply calculate the emoticon value by retrieving the number and strength of the emoticons:
where e i denotes the designated strength value of the ith emoticon, and N denotes the total number of emoticons.
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where both parameters ∝ and β are in [0, 1), and ∝ +β = 1. Consequently, s 1 falls into (−1, 1).
Activity Risk
The activity risk refers to whether or not the microblogs implicate implementation of violence. This can be determined via Chinese semantic rules. In the following, we can determine the violence risk of microblogs via the following expression:
where D denotes the violence risk, s 1 refers to the sentiment which is calculated by Equation (13). The range of s 1 is limited in (−1, 1). s 2 < w 1 , w 2 > refers to the activity risk of microblogs. Its value depends on the activity words and location words included in the microblog. For example, a negative s 1 means the microblog user has discontent emotions, and a positive s 2 implies he/she will be acting. That is to say, a larger negative D tells us the user has larger violence risk. w 1 refers to location words, and w 2 denote activity words. The property of w 2 can usually be divided into a direct type or an indirect type. If w 2 is a direct type verb, s 2 < w 1 , w 2 > adopts the strength of that word. Otherwise, s 2 < w 1 , w 2 > depends on whether or not w 1 exists. Under this condition, if both w 1 and w 2 exists, s 2 < w 1 , w 2 > adopts the strength of w 2 . Otherwise, s 2 < w 1 , w 2 > is treated as 0.
Background Checks of Key Users
In this paper, background check refers to sentiment analysis of historical microblogs of the key users and relevant opinions published by their internet friends (or circle of friends). The historical microblogs can tell us whether the key user has long-lasting radical ideas, and the opinions of his/her circle of friends will galvanize or dissuade the key user. The background check is carried out in two steps: (1) calculation of the sentiment of historical microblogs; and (2) scale the results in step 1 by the friends' opinions.
Sentiment of Historical Microblogs
A person having a penchant for crime usually exhibits some signs beforehand. A typical sign is longtime negative sentiment. This can be determined via in-depth exploration of the personal details and historical microblogs of these key users. Usually, the closer the release time, the more impact on current sentiment of the key user. Accordingly, the historical sentiment score of the key user can be approximated by
Its value depends on the violence risk score of each historical microblog and the time of publication. i ∈ [1, n] refers to the number of all historical microblogs which exhibit obvious positive/negative sentiment. s i refers to the violence risk score of each historical microblog. t refers to the number of days from the publishing time of historical microblog to now. A negative value of s history can roughly indicate that the key user has long-lasting negative sentiment.
Opinion of the Key User's Circle of Friends
Whether or not a radical idea is supported or opposed by his/her friends could be an important factor to galvanize or dissuade the actor. In the case of microblogs, each microblog user has several followers. Similarly, he/she can follow other microblog users. In such a way, the followers of the key users can immediately see what is issued by the key user, and comment on it. The user and his/her followers interact with each other through thumb-up, @, or comment, forming a circle of friends. Once a key user is identified via the aforementioned steps, our crawler will immediately follow this key user and find his/her circle of friends in his/her homepage of the microblog. It should be clearly pointed out that these comments, thumb-up, or @ are nonprivate and can be retrieved by our crawler.
The possibility of violent action depends on the opinions of the circle-of-friends to some extent. The closer the relationships the friend has, the more impact they have on the key user's actions. For the first step, multiple features are used to calculate the closeness coefficients σ for the friends of the key user.
where A ji , B ji , and C ji refer to the total number of thumb-ups, @, and comments, respectively, from the jth friend to the ith historical microblog of the key user. n refers to the total number of the key user's historical microblogs, and m refers to the total number of the key user's friends. A larger σ means a closer relationship between the user and his/her friend. Consequently, Equation (15) can be expanded as:
o f i refers to the overall opinion of all friends to the ith historical microblog of key user. p ji refers to the polarity of opinions, i.e., supporting or opposing, of the jth friend to the ith historical microblog. m refers to the total number of key user's friends. Thus, Equation (15) can be expanded to:
where s bg refers to the result of background checks. Equation (18) indicates that the final sentiment score of each historical microblog will be affected by friends' opinions to some extent. Accordingly, a threshold can be set to determine whether the key user will be warned. Similarly, a negative value of s bg can roughly indicate that the key user has a long-lasting negative sentiment.
Experiment and Results
Datasets and Criteria
Because there are no existing definitive Chinese datasets that are randomly selected and annotated, we compiled a crawler tool based on the scrapy framework [32] . This tool can collect data from Sina Weibo. To ensure topic-independence of the dataset, we randomly selected target users and retrieved the first five pages of their microblogs as experimental data. Ten volunteers were employed to manually annotate the polarity of each microblog. In order to eliminate arbitrary results, the ten volunteers had different ages, genders, and professional background, and the final results were averaged over the annotation of the ten volunteers. To keep balance of the corpus, the numbers of positive and negative training samples were both 5000, and the number of test data was 1000.
We take the precision (denoted by p pos and p neg ), recall (denoted by R pos and R neg ), and F1 score (denoted by F1 pos and F1 neg ) as the evaluation criteria. We describe TP as the number of correctly classified positive samples, TN as the number of correctly classified negative samples, FP as the number of falsely classified positive samples, and FN as the number of falsely classified negative samples. The criteria are expressed as follows:
F1 pos = 2P pos × R pos P pos + R pos (23)
Preprocessing
Unlike English and other European languages, Chinese texts have no spaces between words. Therefore, word segmentation is an important procedure in Chinese natural language processing. The Chinese Lexical Analysis System (ICTCLAS) provided by the Institute of Computing Technology is a widely used Chinese word segmentation tool [33] . Firstly, we use punctuation to divide a piece of microblog into several subsentences. Then, useless compositions such as URLs, hashtags, @, and usernames within the microblog are removed. Finally, each word is segmented and extracted.
Parameter Setting
When utilizing the semantic similarity method to extract sentiment words, the base positive/negative words should be carefully selected to calculate the polarity of a word. Therefore, we extract the most frequent words in the lexicon from the experimental data. Recall that in Section 3.1, we mentioned that the number of base words and a threshold T should be determined. This is a trial and error process. We selected 10, 20, and 30 pairs of positive/negative words and set the threshold values as 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. Thus, we obtained nine sets of classification results. Table 3 shows the accuracy of classification without considering the emoticons, from which we can clearly see the number of words should be set to 30 and the value T should be set to 0.4. In addition, ∝ refers to the weight of emoticon, β refers to the weight of text, and ∝ + β = 1 (see Section 3.1). In order to extract the feature of Chinese microblogs, we conducted several experiments on our training datasets to get the optimal results, i.e., ∝ = 0.7 and β = 0.3.
Calculation of Sentiment Polarity
In this section, we performed several comparisons to validate the effectiveness of our approach. Recall that our target is to detect microblogs with risk of violence. Under this condition, SVM is a relatively appropriate classifier due to its good performance for classification of small samples. The results of different methods on the test corpus are listed in Table 4 . For the SVM classifier, we selected sentiment words in the lexicon, numbers of each PoS, and emoticons as features to train the sample. Both polarity and number of emoticons were considered in the features. The parameters of the SVM classifier were selected in the training data by 10-fold cross-validation.
In addition, a CNN model was also used for comparison. The CNN model has 128 convolutional units, with a context window of three. The number of hidden units is 300. The Adam optimization algorithm is used to update the parameters at the training stage, and features are extracted via a mean pooling algorithm. The first four methods utilize the semantic rules to calculate the final score because it is the criterion to decide the sentiment tendency of a text. Firstly, we compared three different methods of sentiment words selection, i.e., the dictionary method (dic), similarity method (sim), and a combination of the two (dic + sim). From the results, we can see that the combined method performs best. Then, taking the emoticons into consideration, the proposed approach of this paper is expressed by dic + sim + emo, which outputs the best results. Finally, compared with the machine learning methods, SVM and CNN, the accuracy of our approach is improved in both positive and negative corpuses. The training accuracy of the CNN is higher, but its predicative accuracy is lower than that of SVM and that of our approach. This can be accounted for by the overfitting at the training stage on our small datasets. The results show that more features can effectively improve sentiment classification performance in topic-independent datasets.
In the next step, the violence-or terrorism-related words in the negative sentiment microblogs were detected. The resulting microblogs will be treated as key users for further validation.
Calculation of Activity Risk
Following the calculation method proposed in Section 3.2, the historical microblogs and circle-of-friends will be subject to further sentiment analysis. The last 180 days of historical microblogs are investigated to determine whether the key user has long-lasting negative sentiment. More specifically, the key users with long-term positive sentiment or healthy friendships are be removed to reduce the false alarm rate, because they may publish a joking or cathartic microblog and do not tend to act on the setiment. Finally, we get the results shown in Table 5 . The first four methods utilize the semantic rules to calculate the final score because it is the criterion to decide the sentiment tendency of a text. Firstly, we compared three different methods of sentiment words selection, i.e., the dictionary method (dic), similarity method (sim), and a combination of the two (dic + sim). From the results, we can see that the combined method performs best. Then, taking the emoticons into consideration, the proposed approach of this paper is expressed by dic + sim + emo, which outputs the best results. Finally, compared with the machine learning methods, SVM and CNN, the accuracy of our approach is improved in both positive and negative corpuses. The training accuracy of the CNN is higher, but its predicative accuracy is lower than that of SVM and that of our approach. This can be accounted for by the overfitting at the training stage on our small datasets. The results show that more features can effectively improve sentiment classification performance in topic-independent datasets.
Following the calculation method proposed in Section 3.2, the historical microblogs and circle-offriends will be subject to further sentiment analysis. The last 180 days of historical microblogs are investigated to determine whether the key user has long-lasting negative sentiment. More specifically, the key users with long-term positive sentiment or healthy friendships are be removed to reduce the false alarm rate, because they may publish a joking or cathartic microblog and do not tend to act on the setiment. Finally, we get the results shown in Table 5 . The value of D is calculated using Equation (14) , and a negative value indicates a threat. When the value of D approaches −1, the threat is high. We hence roughly divide the section of [−1, 0] into three parts, −0.7 D −1.0 implicates a high threat, −0.3 D > −0.7 indicates a moderate threat, and 0 D > −0.3 means low threat.
Conclusions
More and more violent threats are appearing on the Internet, especially through social media such as Chinese microblogs. Such microblogs usually have strong sentiment polarity and yet have not been a central topic of research. Conventional topic-dependent semantic methods or machine learning methods cannot address this topic. Moreover, topic-independent sentiment analysis of Chinese short text is rarely reported in the literature. In this paper, we propose a framework to (Buying a ticket, the airline service staff is in a bad attitude, I really want to rush to the airport to discuss! r methods utilize the semantic rules to calculate the final score because it is the criterion timent tendency of a text. Firstly, we compared three different methods of sentiment .e., the dictionary method (dic), similarity method (sim), and a combination of the two the results, we can see that the combined method performs best. Then, taking the onsideration, the proposed approach of this paper is expressed by dic + sim + emo, e best results. Finally, compared with the machine learning methods, SVM and CNN, r approach is improved in both positive and negative corpuses. The training accuracy her, but its predicative accuracy is lower than that of SVM and that of our approach. nted for by the overfitting at the training stage on our small datasets. The results show s can effectively improve sentiment classification performance in topic-independent step, the violence-or terrorism-related words in the negative sentiment microblogs e resulting microblogs will be treated as key users for further validation.
Activity Risk e calculation method proposed in Section 3.2, the historical microblogs and circle-ofubject to further sentiment analysis. The last 180 days of historical microblogs are etermine whether the key user has long-lasting negative sentiment. More specifically, h long-term positive sentiment or healthy friendships are be removed to reduce the ecause they may publish a joking or cathartic microblog and do not tend to act on the we get the results shown in Table 5 . The value of D is calculated using Equation (14) , and a negative value indicates a threat. When the value of D approaches −1, the threat is high. We hence roughly divide the section of [−1, 0] into three parts, −0.7 ≥ D ≥ −1.0 implicates a high threat, −0.3 ≥ D > −0.7 indicates a moderate threat, and 0 ≥ D > −0.3 means low threat.
More and more violent threats are appearing on the Internet, especially through social media such as Chinese microblogs. Such microblogs usually have strong sentiment polarity and yet have not been a central topic of research. Conventional topic-dependent semantic methods or machine learning methods cannot address this topic. Moreover, topic-independent sentiment analysis of Chinese short text is rarely reported in the literature. In this paper, we propose a framework to comprehensively assess the violence risk of microblog users. First, we assess the polarity and strength of emerging networks of words by using a similarity-based method, based on which we complement the existing lexicon. Second, Chinese semantic rules combined with emoticons are employed to assess the activity risk. Finally, the filtered key users will be subject to further background checks, i.e., sentiment analysis of historical microblogs and opinions of his/her circle of friends. This can validate whether the user has long-term negative sentiment and healthy friendships. Experimental results show that our approach can output good binary sentiment classification compared with SVM method, and hence our method can effectively detect microblogs of high violence risk. In addition, our approach does not require a training corpus, is easy to implement, and can be generalized to analyze other types of Chinese short text. 
